DVDREVIEW

Strictly the best
Marianka Swain casts her eagle sequinned eye
over the new Strictly DVD

T

he combination of
dance, entertainment
and fanatical viewers
makes Strictly Come Dancing a
dangerously subjective art form.
For every Ramps inamorata, there
is a Halfpenny obsessive, McFly
fundamentalist, broken-hearted
Gethin-ite or Hollins apologist.
Strictly-philes debate early series
versus late, standard ten styles
versus alternative, traditional
choreography versus risks and
tricks, technique and experience
versus “J word” and showmance.
How, then, can we possibly
agree on the best dances of all
time? Surely any attempt would
be recklessly hurling a fringed
grenade into this rhinestonestudded mineﬁeld? And yet that
is what Strictly Come Dancing:
The Show Stoppers attempts
to do. The framework for this
courageous DVD is judges’ choice:
the three boys (I assume this was
made before the latest lady judge
was allowed into the clubhouse)
pick their favourite for each style
and a brief tussle ensues before
they decide on an overall winner.
As a starting point for
impassioned Strictly debate, this
works nicely. The average viewer
will likely disagree with some or
indeed many choices, but will enjoy
the judges’ insights and a chance
to chassé down memory lane.
However, there is far more Grumpy
Old Men chat than dance – only
one in three ﬁnalist routines is

The Show Stoppers DVD
scores “simply so-so”
on the sequinometer

actually shown here, with the rest
relegated to the “Extras” (along
with a forgettable “Day in the life
of a judge” ﬁller), and there is no
training footage or scoring, nor,
sadly, comment from anyone else,
such as the couples themselves,
fellow dancers or viewers.
The debate also has an uneasily
scripted feeling, which made me
wonder how many routines were
actually selected by the judges
and how many were producer
dictated for that all-important
celeb variety. Len displays a
particularly revisionist approach
to Strictly history, lauding
performances he previously
questioned, and there are some

glaring omissions, including
the Charleston altogether
and – I can’t believe I’m typing
this – MARK RAMPRAKASH’S
ARGENTINE TANGO.
A minor gripe is the lack of
chapters, so you have to watch
everything continuously – not
ideal for repeat viewing of
favourites; a more major one is
the fact that there is only one tiny
section for “comedy moments”
such as John Sergeant’s paso.
It’s my understanding that a
showstopper is just that – a
performance that stops the
show because of the audience’s
overwhelming response – so it
seems a bit odd to make all but
three of the chosen routines
“good” dances rather than
entertaining or iconic ones.
The challenge with creating
such a DVD is that part of Strictly’s
performance magic lies in the
context; Matt Di Angelo’s waltz
is not in itself outstanding, but
it’s riveting as a comeback after
his double-breakdown week. In
the absence of any sense of “J
word”, it would be nice to at least
have some acknowledgement
that, as well as saluting technical
achievement, Strictly and its
loyal audience love a trier. ●
Strictly Come Dancing:
The Show Stoppers is
available to buy from www.
bbcshop.com and www.
amazon.co.uk (price varies).

“For every Ramps inamorata, there is a Halfpenny
obsessive, McFly fundamentalist, brokenhearted Gethin-ite or Hollins apologist”
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